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Yellow - Fun: What Ifs and Possibilities
1. If you were perpetually surrounded by one aroma which you and everyone around you could
smell, what would it be?
2. If humans lost the ability to see all colors except one, which color would you want to
survive?
3. Every day 12 things appear in your backyard, they are random, but all start with a letter of
your choosing. What letter do you choose?
4. If you could be invisible, but it would mean being permanently invisible, would you want to
be?
5. If you could replace any word in common usage with another word and no one would know,
which word would you choose?
6. If extra lives were a thing in the real world, how would you get them?

7. If you could live in anyone's head for fifteen minutes, who would you choose?
8.
Would you take a weekend job for 20k a year to be a human scarecrow and chase birds
from fields?
9. If you could put just one word into any document in history, what word would you choose
and where would you put it?
10. Would you sign up to be a colonist on another planet if it meant you would never be able to
return to earth?
11. You get one text, no more than 160 characters, that gets sent to everyone's phone. What
does it say?
12. What animal would be the cutest if it was the size of a chihuahua?
13. If you could merge two games together and make a new one, what games would you
choose and what would be the result?
14. If you could change what people say after someone sneezes, what would be the funniest
thing for people to say?
15. If you could accomplish simple tasks while sleeping and still get a good night's sleep, what
would you want your body to do while you were sleeping?
16. If you could know the truth behind any one secret or mystery, what would it be?
17. If you could choose any mode of transportation, no matter how ridiculous, what method of
transportation would you want to use to get around town?
18. If you were tasked with making school more fun, but it still had to be effective at teaching
students, what would you change
19. If you could become three times bigger or fifty times smaller at will, which do you think you
would spend more time as, big you or small you? Why?
20. If you had a pen with magical ink inside, what would happen when you wrote something?
21. You can choose anyone in the world to become friends with, who would you choose?
22. When has a mundane occurrence or chance completely changed the course of your life?
23. What's the craziest thing that has happened at a job you worked at?
24. What's the scariest / creepiest place you have ever been?
25. What are some small things that make your day better?
26. What’s the best way to start the day?
27. What would be your ideal way to spend the weekend?
28. What is something that is considered a luxury, but you don’t think you could live without?
29. What’s something you like to do the old-fashioned way?
30. What tips or tricks have you picked up from your job / jobs?
31. What outdoor activity haven’t you tried, but would like to?
32. What songs hit you with a wave of nostalgia every time you hear them?
33. What’s the worst backhanded compliment you could give someone?
34. What was the last song you sang along to?
35. What’s the funniest thing you’ve done or had happen while your mind was wandering?
36. When was the last time you face palmed?

37. How often do you stay up past 3 a.m.?
38. What do you bring with you everywhere you go?
39. Where and when was the most amazing sunset you have ever seen?
40. Which recent news story is the most interesting?
41. Where is the worst place you have been stuck for a long time?
42. What word or saying from the past do you think should come back?
43. What small pleasures do you enjoy the most?
44. What calms you down the most?
45. What makes you feel super fancy?
46. What's your fondest memory of a tree?
47. What is way more difficult than it sounds?
48. What luxury do you enjoy treating yourself to?
49. What's something that a lot of people are afraid of, but you aren't?
50. What untrue thing did you believe for an incredibly long time?
51. What animal are you most afraid of?
52. What's the most awkward social situation you've been in?
53. What's the most dangerous, thrill-seeking thing you would consider doing?
54. If you could instantly learn a talent or skill, what would you want to know how to do?
55. When is your favorite time of day?
56. What's the most rewarding thing in your daily routine?
57. What weird thing stresses you out more than it should?
58. When do you feel like you are really in your element?
59. How does your current morning routine compare to your ideal morning routine?
60. Is there anything you did wrong for years and years, only to discover later that you were
doing it wrong?
61. What small seemingly insignificant but positive thing did your parents, or someone else say
when you were a child that has stuck with you all this time?
62. What family vacations did you take as a child?
63. What school subjects did you like and hate most when you were in school?
64. You have $100 to burn, all your friends are busy, and you have the whole day to yourself,
what do you do?
65. If you didn’t have to sleep, what would you do with the extra time?
66. What is the most annoying habit that other people have?
67. What skill would you like to master?
68. What do you consider to be your best find?
69. How often do you people watch?
70. What’s the farthest you’ve ever been from home?
71. What is the most heartwarming thing you’ve ever seen?
72. What is the most annoying question that people ask you?
73. What is something you think everyone should do at least once in their lives?

74. What is something that a ton of people are obsessed with but you just don’t get the point of?
75. What’s the best thing that happened to you last week?
76. What would you rate 10 / 10?
77. Where is the most relaxing place you’ve ever been?
78. What are you looking forward to in the coming months?
79. Where do you usually go when you have time off?
80. Where would you spend all your time if you could?
81. What’s the dumbest thing you’ve done that actually turned out pretty well?
82. What is the strangest thing you have come across?
83. What is something you are certain you’ll never experience?
84. What dumb accomplishment are you most proud of?
85. What is something you can never seem to finish?
86. What song or artist do you like but rarely admit to liking?
87. What can you not get right, no matter how many times you try?
88. What’s the last adventure you went on?
89. What do you like most about your family?
90. What are you really good at, but kind of embarrassed that you are good at it?
91. Which of your scars has the best story behind it?
92. What’s the title of the current chapter of your life?
93. What have you created that you are most proud of?
94. If you could have a never-ending candle that smelled like anything you wanted, what
fragrance would you want it to be?
95. What’s the best thing you got from your parents?
96. Among your friends or family, what are you famous for?
97. What lifestyle change have you been meaning to make for a while now?
98. What incredibly strong opinion or belief do you have that is completely unimportant in the
grand scheme of things?
99.
100. What’s the most useful thing you own?
101. Where did you go last weekend? / What did you do last weekend?
102. When was the last time you worked incredibly hard?
103. Who is your oldest friend? Where did you meet them?
104. If you could have any animal as a pet, what animal would you choose?
105. Have you ever given a presentation in front of a large group of people? How did it go?
106. What is the strangest dream you have ever had?
107. Where is the best place to take a date?
108. What smell brings back great memories?
109. What weird or useless talent do you have?
110. What was the best birthday wish or gift you’ve ever received?
111. Do you think people read more or fewer books now than 50 years ago?

112. What song always puts you in a good mood?
113. How has technology changed the music industry?
114. Records, tapes, CDs, MP3s, streaming. Which did you grow up with? What is good and
bad about each?
115. What are the three best apps on your phone?
116. What is the most useful app on your phone?
117. Which app seemed like magic the first time you used it?
118. What is the strangest app you have heard of or tried?
119. How often do you check your phone?
120. Do you text more or call more? Why?
121. What will phones be like in 10 years?
122. What do you wish your phone could do?
123. Do you always have to have the latest phone?
124. What is the most annoying thing about your phone?
125. How do you feel if you accidentally leave your phone at home?
126. What was your first smartphone? How did you feel when you got it?
127. Do you experience phantom vibration? (Feeling your phone vibrate even though it
didn’t.)
128. What do you think of staycations? (Vacationing and seeing tourist attractions where you
live.)
129. Where do you get your recommendations for what to do and where to stay when you
travel?
130. What is your favorite piece of technology that you own?
131. What piece of technology is really frustrating to use?
132. What was the best invention of the last 50 years?
133. Does technology simplify life or make it more complicated?
134. What problems will technology solve in the next 5 years? What problems will it create?
135. Can you think of any technology that has only made the world worse? How about a piece
of technology that has only made the world better?
136. What is the most embarrassing piece of clothing you own?
137. What is the best pair of shoes you have ever owned? Why were they so good?
138. What is the craziest, most outrageous thing you want to achieve?
139. When do you want to retire? What do you want to do when you retire?
140. Do you prefer summer or winter activities?
141. What do you like to do in the spring?
142. Which do you prefer, fall or spring?
143. Which season are you most active in?
144. What’s the best thing to do on a cold winter day?
145. Where is the nicest place you have been to in fall?

146. Is it better to live where there are four seasons or where one season takes up most of
the year?
147. What is your favorite holiday? Why?
148. If you could make a holiday, what would it be like? What traditions would it have? What
would people eat on your holiday?
149. What do you think of online education?
150. What do you think of standardized tests?
151. Are bigger or smaller schools better?
152. Is teaching a skill that can be taught?
153. What do you think of homeschooling?
154. How has the education you received changed your life?
155. How can technology improve education? Can it hurt education?
156. What or who has taught you most of the information you use regularly?
157. If your mind were an island, what would it look like?
158. You find a remote that can rewind, fast forward, stop, and start time. What do you do
with it?
159. When you are old, what do you think children will ask you to tell stories about?
160. What animal would be cutest if scaled down to the size of a cat?
161. What inanimate object would be the most annoying if it played loud upbeat music while
being used?
162. When did something start out badly for you but in the end, it was great?
163. If your job gave you a surprise three day paid break to rest and recuperate, what would
you do with those three days?
164. Where do you get your news?
165. What’s wrong but sounds right?
166. What’s the most epic way you’ve seen someone quit or be fired?
167. Who do you go out of your way to be nice to?
168. Who was your craziest most interesting teacher?
169. What old person things do you do?
170. What was the last photo you took?
171. What makes you roll your eyes every time you hear it?
172. What do you think you are much better at than you actually are?
173. When was the last time you got to tell someone I told you so?
174. What would a world populated by clones of you be like?
175. What invention doesn’t get a lot of love, but has greatly improved the world?
176. If someone narrated your life, who would you want to be the narrator?
177. What was cool when you were young but isn’t cool now?
178. What’s the most ironic thing you’ve seen happen?
179. What problem are you currently grappling with?
180. What’s the most comfortable bed or chair you’ve ever been in?

181. What’s the craziest conversation you’ve overheard?
182. What’s the hardest you’ve ever worked?
183. If animals could talk, which animal would be the most annoying?
184. Which protagonist from a book would make the worst roommate?
185. What really needs to be modernized?
186. When was the last time you slept more than nine hours?
187. What would be the best thing you could reasonably expect to find in a cave?
188. What did you think was going to be amazing but turned out to be horrible?
189. What bit of trivia do you know that is very interesting but also very useless?
190. What’s the most pleasant sounding accent?
191. What’s the funniest word in the English language?
192. What’s some insider knowledge that only people in your line of work have?
193. How do you make yourself sleep when you can’t seem to get to sleep?
194. Back in my day, we... ?
195. What’s the worst hairstyle you’ve ever had?
196. What habit do you have now that you wish you started much earlier?
197. What about the opposite gender confuses you the most?
198. What life skills are rarely taught but extremely useful?
199. Who do you feel like you know even though you’ve never met them?
200. What happens in your country regularly that people in most countries would find strange
or bizarre?
201. When was a time you acted nonchalant but were going crazy inside?
202. What’s your funniest story involving a car?
203. What’s the most amazing true story you’ve heard?
204. What’s the most awkward thing that happens to you on a regular basis?
205. What’s a common experience for many people that you’ve never experienced?
206. What are some misconceptions about your hobby?
207. What’s the dumbest thing someone has argued with you about?
208. What’s the most frustrating product you own?
209. What’s the coolest animal you’ve seen in the wild?
210. What’s the best lesson you’ve learned from a work of fiction?
211. What’s your best story of you or someone else trying to be sneaky and failing miserably?
212. What trend are you tired of?
213. What would the adult version of an ice-cream truck sell and what song would it play?
214. When was the most inappropriate time you busted out in laughter?
215. What would be an accurate tag line for each month?
216. What’s the most overrated product out on the market?
217. What word do you always misspell?
218. What’s the weirdest thing you’ve found lying on the ground / side of the road?
219. What’s something that everyone knows is true, but we don’t like to admit it?

220. What’s the weirdest text or email you’ve gotten?
221. What always cheers you up when you think about it?
222. What’s fine in small numbers but terrifying in large numbers?
223. Do you like things to be carefully planned or do you prefer to just go with the flow?
224. What was the worst shopping experience you’ve ever had?
225. What was the most important appointment or deadline you missed?
226. What two things are terrible when separate but great when you put them together?
227. What seemingly innocent question makes you think it’s a trap?
228. What did you like / dislike about where you grew up?
229. What’s legal now, but probably won’t be in 25 years?
230. Would you want the ability to hear the thoughts of people near you if you couldn’t turn
the ability off?
231. When was the last time you stayed up through the entire night?
232. What’s something that people think makes them look cool, but actually has the opposite
effect?
233. What’s the oldest thing you own?
234. What has someone borrowed but never given back?
235. Where is the best place you’ve been for taking walks?
236. What from the present will withstand the test of time?
237. What’s the weirdest conversation you’ve eavesdropped on?
238. What do you do when you hear something fall in the middle of the night while you are in
bed?
239. What topic could you spend hours talking about?
240. What’s the weirdest thing that has happened to you while working at your job?
241. What’s the biggest overreaction you’ve ever seen?
242. What are some of the most common misconceptions?
243. What job doesn’t exist now but will exist in the future?
244. What’s your best example of fake it till you make it?
245. What’s something that I don’t know?
246. What profession doesn’t get enough credit or respect?
247. What’s your “and then it got worse” story?
248. What was the most amazing physical feat you’ve managed to pull off?
249. What would be the most unsettling thing to keep occasionally finding around your
house?
250. What’s the silliest thing you’ve convinced someone of?
251. How much do you think names affect the outcomes of people’s lives?
252. What was the last situation where some weird stuff went down and everyone acted like it
was normal, and you weren’t sure if you were crazy or everyone around you was crazy?
253. What word do you always mispronounce?
254. What do you think you do better than 90% of people?

255. What’s the weirdest thing about modern life that people just accept as normal?
256. If you had a giraffe that you needed to hide, where would you hide it?
257. Where is the most uncomfortable place you have ever slept?
258. What’s your best example of correlation not equaling causation?
259. When was the last time you were hopelessly lost?
260. What songs do you feel compelled to sing along with when you hear them, even if you
don’t totally know all the words?
261. As a child, what did you think would be awesome about being an adult, but isn’t as
awesome as you thought it would be?
262. What word is a lot of fun to say?
263. What is the dumbest way you’ve been injured?
264. When did you mess everything up, but no one noticed.
265. What quote or saying do people spout but is complete nonsense?
266. What’s something your brain tries to make you do and you have to will yourself not to do
it?
267. What ridiculous thing has someone tricked you into doing or believing?
268. What are some things that are okay to do occasionally but definitely not okay to do every
day?
269. If you were arrested with no explanation, what would your friends and family assume you
had done?
270. What’s the most ridiculous fact you know?
271. First think of a product. Now, what would be the absolute worst brand name for one of
those products?
272. How many chickens would it take to kill an elephant?
273. What would be the worst “buy one get one free” sale of all time?
274. What’s invisible but you wish people could see?
275. You’re a mad scientist, what scientific experiment would you run if money and ethics
weren’t an issue?
276. What ridiculous and untrue, yet slightly plausible, theories can you come up with for the
cause of common ailments like headaches or cavities?
277. If you were wrongfully put into an insane asylum, how would you convince them that
you’re actually sane and not just pretending to be sane?
278. What are some fun ways to answer everyday questions like “how’s it going” or “what do
you do”?
279. If over time you replace parts on a car, at what point does it stop being the same car you
bought? How many parts do you need to replace to make it a new car?
280. When does time pass fastest for you and when does it pass the slowest?
281. What always sounds like a good idea at the time but rarely is?
282. What fact are you really surprised that more people don't know about?
283. What is something that you think people are only pretending to like or are deluding

themselves into liking?
284. What doesn’t exist but you desperately want / need it?
285. What was your best drop the mic moment?
286. You wake up suddenly in the middle of the night. What would be the scariest sound to
hear after waking up?
287. What high level job do you think you could lie your way into with no experience and no
one would notice?
288. What long shot have you taken that really paid off?
289. What is the most interesting piece of trivia you know?
290. What is the highest pressure situation you have experienced and how did you handle it?
291. What's something you were really stressed about, it turned out to be no big deal?
292. What are you tired of hearing about?
293. If you could become the number one expert in one niche field, what would it be?
294. What did you think was silly until you tried it?
295. When you are daydreaming, what do you dream about?
296. What signs make you think someone will go on to be successful?
297. What’s your “go to” joke?
298. What is the scariest non banned item you could take on to a plane?
299. What’s the best photo you’ve taken?
300. What’s the worst text that you accidentally sent?
301. What isn’t real but you desperately wish it was?
302. What’s the best “hidden gem” that you’ve found?
303. What’s the silliest thing you are passionate about?
304. What habit do you have that you think not many other people have?
305. What habits do you have that annoy other people?
306. What was the best thing about how your parents raised you?
307. What do you most look forward to about getting old?
308. What's something you tried really hard to like but just couldn’t?
309. What was the best mistake you’ve made? A mistake that turned out really well.
310. How often do you go into a room and forget why you went into the room?
311. What’s something you do one way even though it’s incredibly inefficient or nonsensical
because that’s how you’ve always done it?
312. If someone let you put whatever you wanted on a billboard in the center of your town or
city, what would you put on the billboard?
313. What scrambles your brain every time you think about it?
314. What chore do you dread most?
315. What’s legal but still feels illegal?
316. What seldom works the way it should?
317. What product are you shocked that no one has made a better version of?
318. What do you love least about the activity you love most?

319. How well do you think you would do if you were lost in the woods for two weeks?
320. What are some incredibly common experiences that you’ve missed out on?
321. What do you get overly emotional about?
322. What’s the quickest way to make you angry?
323. What’s on your bucket list?
324. How do you fight off procrastination?
325. What odd thing are you fascinated by?
326. What’s the most famous you’ve been?
327. When was a time you threw caution to the wind and just went for it?
328. What’s the most memorable call you’ve taken or made?
329. When was the last time you were really, really wrong about something?
330. What secret is someone keeping from you, but you already know all about it?
331. What can someone say that always makes you cringe?
332. When is it better to act first and ask for forgiveness later?
333. What are you surprised a lot of people don’t know how to do?
334. What’s the most frustrating thing you encounter daily?
335. What quote are you sick and tired of hearing?
336. What did you reluctantly try one time and then became a diehard fan of?
337. What have you boycotted?
338. What’s the silliest social issue people get up in arms about?
339. If you had to start a podcast, what would your podcast be about?
340. Take a minute, close your eyes and imagine what your perfect life would look like.
Describe it in as much detail as possible.
341. What was the most adventurous / crazy thing you have done in the past month? What is
the most adventurous / crazy thing you have ever done?
342. Do you prefer being outdoors or indoors?
343. What three objects that you own do you value most?
344. What’s the most surprising thing you’ve learned recently?
345. Where is the best place to go to meet awesome people?
346. Where was your favorite place to play outside of your house when you were a child?
347. What do you think about when you are lying in bed unable to sleep?
348. What’s the best way to spend a rainy afternoon?
349. How good are you at keeping plants alive?
350. What’s the worst part of your average day?
351. What’s the most ridiculous reason someone has gotten mad at you for?
352. What’s your favorite euphemism?
353. If you were a master reverse pickpocket (putpocket?), what would you put into their
pockets?
354. What’s your favorite thing to do when the power goes out?
355.

356. What do you wish you had more time for?
357. What common misconceptions do people have about your hobby?
358. What kinds of things are you interested in learning more about?
359. What are some podcasts that you used to be into but you don’t listen to anymore?
360. How much did where you grew up shape you?
361. What games did you play as a child?
362. What kind of hobbies did you have when you were growing up?
363. What fads or interests were you really into when you were younger?
364. Do you stay in touch with your old childhood friends?
365. Do you prefer having a lot of friends or just a few close ones?
366. Were there any clubs you joined but then immediately realized it wasn’t what you
expected?
367. If you were to start a club, what kind of club would it be?
368. What was the first car you owned?
369. Do you have a stand-alone camera or do you usually just use your phone?
370. Do you use a selfie stick?
371. What are some of your favorite photos you’ve taken?
372. What was the longest hike you’ve done?
373. What do you do that requires you to be creative?
374. At what age would you like to retire?
375. What would you like to do once you retire?
376. How do you think you’ll adapt to retirement?
377. Where would you like to settle down after you retire?
378. Do you usually listen to music, talk radio, podcasts, or silence while driving?
379. Given the chance, would you go to colonize Mars if you knew you would never be
coming back to Earth?
380. What home improvement project would you like to attempt?
381. What is the coolest thing you’ve made by hand?
382. What’s your favorite outdoor activity?
383. How much sleep do you need to function? Do you usually get more or less than that?
384. What’s the longest you’ve gone without sleeping?
385. Have you ever done karaoke? What’s your go to song?
386. Do you sing in the car while you are listening to music?
387. Do you think people are born good singers or can someone learn to be a good singer?
388. What was the last thing you fixed?
389. How good are you at fixing things?
390. What did you try to fix but it ended up just making it worse?
391. What’s your favorite natural setting to be in?
392. How often do you get out into nature?
393. What’s the farthest you’ve been from civilization?

394.
395.
396.
397.
398.
399.
400.
401.

What’s the most interesting fact you know?
Are there any facts you learned that caused you to change how you lived your life?
What are some things that are bandied about as facts but aren’t true?
What level of popularity do people have to have to be considered famous?
What are the biggest upsides and downsides of being famous?
How long do you think you would have survived in prehistoric times?
What is the most interesting period of history?
What’s the most important lesson people can learn from history?

Orange- Meaningful: Learn About One Another
402. If you could level up any aspect of yourself (i.e., strength, intelligence, charisma, etc.) but
you had to decrease another aspect of yourself by the same amount, what aspects would
you increase, and which would you decrease?
403. If you could move anywhere and still have a livable wage, where would you like to move
and why?
404. If you could go back and hands down win any argument you've had with anyone, what
argument would you choose to win?
405. Would you choose to become more intelligent if it meant you were generally unhappier?
406. What laws would you abolish if you could? What laws would you create?
407. If you started an activist group, what would it fight for and what would it be called?
408. If you were given any one luxury item, but you couldn't sell it, what luxury item would you
want?
409. If you could call yourself when you were fifteen years old for a twenty-minute
conversation, what would you tell yourself?
410. What age would you like to live to?
411. What is your favorite memory of someone who isn't in your life anymore?
412. If you had a friend who spoke to you the same way you speak to yourself, would you
keep them as a friend?
413. What brings meaning to your life?
414. What is something you wish you could say to people but can’t?
415. What have you struggled with your entire life?
416. What is the most significant change you would like to make in your life?
417. Who do you want to be more like or who do you look up to most?
418. What were the healthiest and unhealthiest periods of your life?
419. What's the worst emotional or mental anguish you've endured?
420. What's something you messed up and then tried to hide?
421. What would you want your obituary to say?
422. What has taken up too much of your life?
423. What’s the most disheartening and heartening realization you have come to?
424. What was the hardest lesson you’ve had to learn?

425.
426.
427.
428.
429.
430.
431.
432.
433.
434.
435.
436.

What part of you as a person still needs a lot of work?
What's a secret you've never told anyone?
What friend have you not thought about in a long time?
What’s the biggest betrayal you have ever experienced?
What is something that you are dreading?
What are two things you know you should know how to do but don’t?
What is something you’ve done that you wish you could undo?
What do most people think about you that is absolutely not true?
Who do you miss the most?
What do you take for granted?
What's the most stressful situation you've been in? How did you handle it?
What's the most ambitious thing you've attempted?
437. Are you ashamed of anything you did in the past? If you are comfortable talking about it,
what was it?
438. Are you happy with the career path you chose or do you wish you had chosen a different
career?
439. What are you battling that you don’t tell anyone about?
440. When you're gone what you want to be remembered for?
441. What can someone do that makes them immediately unattractive to you, no matter how
attractive they are physically?
442. What were the three most important turning points in your life?
443. What is something that scares you on a daily basis?
444. When was the last time you cried?
445. What's the biggest opportunity you were given?
446. What's a question you wish people would ask more often?
447. What are you most sentimental about?
448. What question do you most want an answer to?
449. What are two of the most important events in your life?
450. What's the biggest favor you've done for someone?
451. What are you purposefully ignoring even though you know you should probably deal with
it?
452. Children are often very similar to their parents. How do you want to be different from your
parents? And how do you want to be similar to them?
453. What irrational fears did you have as a child?
454. What are some of your earliest memories?
455. What should parents stop teaching their children?
456. What are the consequences of everyone having instant distraction at their fingertips?
457. When people come to you for help, what do they usually want help with?
458. What have you only recently formed an opinion about?
459. What are you most looking forward to in the next 10 years?

460. How different was your life one year ago?
461. What do you hope never changes?
462. What is special about the place you grew up?
463. In what situation or place would you feel the most out of place in?
464. What is something you will NEVER do again?
465. What do you wish your brain was better at doing?
466. What personality trait do you value most and which do you dislike the most?
467. What small gesture from a stranger made a big impact on you?
468. What challenging thing are you working through these days?
469. What irrational fear do you have?
470. What’s the best and worst piece of advice you’ve ever received?
471. What do you strongly suspect but have no proof of?
472. What stereotype do you completely live up to?
473. As you get older, what are you becoming more and more afraid of?
474. What risks are worth taking?
475. When do you feel truly alive?
476. What was the most memorable gift you’ve received?
477. Have you ever saved someone’s life?
478. What mistake do you keep making again and again?
479. What do you have doubts about?
480. What do you regret not doing or starting when you were younger?
481. What bends your mind every time you think about it?
482. What’s one responsibility you really wish you didn’t have?
483. What’s the best and worst thing about getting older?
484. What’s something that happened or something that someone said that changed how you
view the world?
485. What chance encounter changed your life forever?
486. If you could have a video of any one event in your life, what event would you choose?
487. What keeps you up at night?
488. How do you get in the way of your own success?
489. What’s one thing you did that you really wish you could go back and undo?
490. What are you afraid people see when they look at you?
491. What is a controversial opinion you have?
492. Who had the biggest impact on the person you have become?
493. Was there ever an event in your life that defied explanation?
494. If you could learn the answer to one question about your future, what would the question
be?
495. Has anyone ever saved your life?
496. How often do you help others? Who do you help? How do you help?
497. What are some strange beliefs that some people have?

498. Are there any songs that always bring a tear to your eye?
499. What are your goals for the next two years?
500. How have your goals changed over your life?
501. How much do you plan for the future?
502. What do you hope to achieve in your professional life?
503. Have your parents influenced what goals you have?
504. Do you usually achieve the goals you set? Why or why not?
505. What is the best way to stay motivated and complete goals?
506. What are some goals you have failed to accomplish?
507. What social stigma does society need to get over?
508. What are your most important rules when going on a date?
509. What’s something that everyone agrees we should change, but somehow it never
changes?
510. What story you’ve heard has stayed with you and always disturbs you every time you
think about it?
511. What do you do to make the world a better place?
512. What’s better broken than whole?
513. What values are most important to you?
514. Are humans better at creation or destruction?
515. What makes people believe absurd conspiracy theories?
516. What is the most uplifting thing happening in the world right now? What is the most tragic
thing?
517. Can people with vastly different cultural backgrounds live together peacefully? How?
518. In the distant past, a person’s life was very similar to their grandparents’ and
grandchildren’s lives. How has the rapid pace of technological advancement changed
society?
519. What silly or funny thing makes you afraid or creeps you out?
520. What double standard is ridiculous and needs to be ended?
521. What one question can you ask someone to find out the most about them?
522. Why do we dream?
523. What actions in your life will have the longest reaching consequences? How long will
those effects be felt?
524. How would humanity change if all humans’ life expectancy was significantly increased
(let’s say to around 500 years)?
525. Where do you find meaning in your life?
526. If you could teach everyone in the world one concept, what concept would have the
biggest positive impact on humanity?
527. What do you attribute the biggest successes in your life to? How about your largest
failures?
528. If freedom is simply being able to do what you want, are animals freer than humans?

529. Would you want to know you are going to die beforehand or die suddenly without
warning?
530. What life-altering things should every human ideally get to experience at least once in
their lives?
531. What activities cause you to feel like you are living life to the fullest?
532. How important is play in living a healthy and fulfilling life?
533. There is zero chance that ALL your firmly and deeply held beliefs are true. So, which of
your beliefs are most likely to be wrong and which are most liable to be true?
534. Human memory has been shown to be incredibly unreliable. With that in mind, how do
you know which of your memories are genuine and which have been altered or made up?
535. If scientists could accurately predict who was more likely to commit crimes, what should
society do with that information?
536. What are the two biggest lessons you’ve learned from previous relationships?
537. What did you learn a little too late?
538. What are you too hard on yourself for?
539. What makes you angrier than it should?
540. If you were given immortality, but there was one condition, what would stop you from
accepting immortality?
541. What brutally honest truth about yourself can you share with me?
542. What about you scares you the most?
543. When did you really try hard and it still wasn’t enough?
544. How well do you think you can read others’ emotions?
545. In what situations do you act least like yourself?
546. What is your most beautiful memory?
547. How much have you changed in 5 years?
548. What are the three most important things you learned from your parents?
549. When was a time that you thought you knew someone, but they turned out to be an
entirely different person?
550. What does a day in the life of a couple with a super healthy relationship look like?
551. What’s the best marriage or relationship advice you’ve gotten?
552. What’s your number one rule in a relationship?
553. What do you think is the best and worst thing about having you as an SO?
554. What is something (beside appearance) that a person can do to become instantly more
attractive to you?
555. What did you learn about relationships from watching your mother and father?
556. How serious should it get before a married couple goes to a marriage counselor?
557. Where do you get your ideas about what a good relationship is?
558. How much work should a couple put into having a strong relationship?
559. When was the last time you felt your perception of reality shift in a major way?
560. What’s something small that makes a big difference?
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What do you wish someone had told you, so you didn’t have to learn the hard way?
What are some of your personal tips on how to live a remarkable life?
What do you need advice about?
What do you think will cease to exist during your lifetime?
What do you think has gotten too socially acceptable?
What industry is in denial about being obsolete?
What was your most serious relationship? How long did it last? Why did it end?
What did you like / dislike about him/her?
What would you do if a close friend started saying mean things about you?
What do you know that you aren’t supposed to know?
What’s the most romantic thing you’ve heard about someone doing for someone else?
What’s a good relationship tip that sounds like a bad tip?
What do you need to vent about?
What causes you to look down on someone?
When are you most comfortable?
How good are you at keeping secrets?
What’s something you’ve been wanting to get off your chest for a while?
What was the most thoughtful gift you ever received?
How hard do you work to improve yourself or your life?
What would your dream home look like?
What do you geek out about?
How comfortable are you with change?
What do you think has been the biggest change that has happened in the last 50 years?
Do you think any charities aren’t worth supporting?
What kind of volunteer would you like to try?
What’s the best way to relieve stress?
What stresses you out but really shouldn’t?
Did you have any of your role models let you down?
What is the most heroic profession?
What makes a person a good role model?
Why do you think stereotypes are so common?
What stereotypes are the most hurtful?
Would you want to be famous?

Green- Money: Business and Management
594. If money wasn't a concern where would you live, what would you do, and what would
your lifestyle look like?
595. If you won the lottery, what would NOT change?
596. If you could afford a live-in butler or maid, would you want one?
597. If someone offered you $10,000 every time they punched you in the face, how many

times would you want to be hit?
598. If your salary was doubled, what would you do with the extra income?
599. What kind of business would you like to start if you were given a chance?
600. If you received a salary to follow whatever passion you wanted to, what would you do?
601. What's the biggest financial mistake you've made?
602. If you had a million dollars to give to any charity, what type of charity would you give it
to?
603. If you could open a business what type of business would you open?
604. What’s worth spending more on to get the best?
605. What one thing do you really want but can’t afford?
606. What’s the most expensive thing you’ve broken?
607. What’s something you really resent paying for?
608. What’s the most ridiculous thing you have bought?
609. If you were given one thousand acres of land that you didn’t need to pay taxes on but
couldn’t sell, what would you do with it?
610. What’s incredibly cheap and you would pay way more for?
611. What are the best and worst purchases you’ve ever made?
612. What was the worst purchase you’ve ever made?
613. What thing do you really wish you could buy right now?
614. What crazy things will you do if you ever become rich?
615. If you see money on the ground, where is the line between you picking it up and you not
picking it up?
616. What used to be only for the rich but now is mostly associated with poverty?
617. What do you think is worth spending extra on to get the best?
618. What do you think is a waste of money?
619. In a relationship, when should a man pay for something, when should a woman pay
something, and when should they split the cost?
Aqua- Food: Yuck or Yum?
620. If your sheets had to be made of deli meats, what meat would want them made of?
621. If you could only eat the same breakfast, the same lunch (different than breakfast), and
the same dinner (different than lunch) every day, what three meals would you choose?
622. If someone created a cafe with just your tastes in mind, what would it look like?
623. If you put out a brand of beer, wine, soda, or another beverage, what would it be, what
would you call it, and how would you differentiate your brand?
624. If you opened a restaurant, what kind of food would you serve?
625. Would you eat at a restaurant that was really dirty if the food was amazing?
626. What’s the most refreshing thing on a hot summer day?
627. What is your favorite thing to eat or drink in winter?
628. What is your favorite cuisine or type of food?

629. What do you think of buffets?
630. What food looks disgusting but tastes delicious?
631. What do you get every time you go grocery shopping?
632. Do you like spicy food? Why or why not? What is the spiciest thing you have ever eaten?
633. When people make mistakes about food (especially foreign food), do you feel the need
to correct them?
634. What weird food combinations do you really enjoy?
635. What food have you never eaten but would really like to try?
636. What food is delicious but a pain to eat?
637. What’s the spiciest thing you’ve ever eaten?
638. Do you eat food that’s past its expiration date if it still smells and looks fine?
639. What kinds of things do you like to cook or are good at cooking?
640. What’s the worst thing you’ve eaten out of politeness?
641. What food do you crave most often?
642. An epic feast is held in your honor, what’s on the table?
643. What did you eat so much of that now you hate it?
644. Where’s the line between soup and cereal?
645. What would be the worst food to be liquefied and drunk through a straw?
646. What’s your biggest mess up in the kitchen?
647. How do you feel about putting pineapple on pizza?
648. If peanut butter wasn’t called peanut butter, what would it be called?
649. If colors had a taste, what would each color taste like?
650. What kind of coffee do you usually order at a café?
651. What fruit flavor do you love but aren’t crazy about the actual fruit?
652. What fruit is the biggest pain to eat?
Pink - Thinking: Questions to Ponder
653. If everyone was mentally incapable of lying, how would that change the world?
654. Would you want to permanently feel zero pain if given the chance?
655. If you could be the CEO of any company, what company would you choose?
656. If someone left you a cottage somewhere in the countryside in their will, where would
you want the cottage to be located?
657. Would you want to live in a world where everyone's thoughts appeared as text above
their head?
658. If you could start a secret society, what would be its goals and who would you include?
659. How would the world change if there was no internal monologue and everything you
thought, you spoke out loud?
660. What would be the first few things you would try if you found out you were completely
impervious to physical harm?
661. How would you change how you acted if you knew 100% that the world was a

simulation?
662. What shape would you want your house to be if it could be any shape and still function?
663. If you could ask three questions to anyone in history, who would you choose and what
questions would you ask? Assuming they would understand your questions and you would
understand their answers.
664. If you could choose what the next crazy fake health trend was, what health trend would
you create?
665. If you could make one thing that is now legal, illegal, and one thing that is illegal, legal,
what laws would change?
666. If you could put a new word in the dictionary, what would it be and what would be the
definition?
667. What would be great and what would be terrible about all humans having translucent
skin and muscles so that you could see all the organs working?
668. If you had a handful of modeling clay and whatever you made would become real until
you willed it back into clay, what would you use it for / make?
669. What life experiences did you miss out on?
670. How did you fall out with some of your previously close friends?
671. What are some of the most attractive traits a person can have?
672. What would be the greatest gift to receive?
673. What are some words of wisdom that have stuck with you all these years?
674. What biases do you think you have?
675. What is something we should enjoy more because it won't be around for long?
676. What do you look forward to most in the day?
677. What do you wish you were better at?
678. What is the best or worst thing you inherited from your parents?
679. What made you realize that your parents were just human like everyone else?
680. What should they teach in high school but don’t?
681. What takes up too much of your time?
682. What question can you ask to find out the most about a person?
683. What do you spend the most time thinking about?
684. There are two types of people in this world. What are the two types?
685. If you could make a 20 second phone call to yourself at any point in your life, present or
future, when would you call and what would you say?
686. An app mysteriously appears on your phone that does something amazing. What does it
do?
687. Time freezes for everyone but you for one day. What do you do?
688. You have to relive one day of your life forever. Which day do you choose?
689. What would be the worst thing to hear as you are going under anesthesia before heart
surgery?
690. Do you think that children born today will have better or worse lives than their parents?

691. What’s something that everyone, absolutely everyone, in the entire world can agree on?
692. What would the box with all your hopes and dreams inside look like?
693. What’s something common from your childhood that will seem strange to future
generations?
694. What were the turning points of your life?
695. What profession requires the most creativity?
Purple- Worldly: History, Language, and Culture
696. What two-hour chunk of history would you want a video of if you could have video of any
point in history?
697. If every time you snapped your fingers, you would instantly be transported to a random
point in humanity's timeline, would you snap your fingers? If so, how often?
698. If you could travel anywhere in the world, where would you visit and why?
699. If you could speak two other languages fluently, what languages would you want to
speak?
700. If you could go back and uninvent something, what invention would you erase from
history?
701. When would you be born if you could choose to be born at another time?
702. If you could get every country and every person in the world to work on one project or
goal, what would it be?
703. If you could be fluent in four languages, which languages would you choose?
704. What's your ideal way to spend a vacation?
705. If you could travel to any country in the world for one month, where would you go?
706. What is normal now that will be considered unethical and barbaric in 100 years?
707. What are the best and worst things about the period of history we are living through?
708. How much do you know about the world outside your country? And how much have you
explored it?
709. Who would you most like to sit next to on a 10-hour flight and why?
710. What state or country do you never want to go back to?
711. What’s your favorite book genre?
712. What was the best book or series that you’ve ever read?
713. What fad or trend do you hope comes back?
714. What’s the most interesting piece of art you’ve seen?
715. What book impacted you the most?
716. What did you do on your last vacation?
717. What was your favorite book as a child?
718. Do you prefer fiction or nonfiction books?
719. What book has changed one of your long-held opinions?
720. What was the worst book you had to read for school? How about the best book you had
to read for school?

721. What was the last song you listened to?
722. What is your favorite classical music artist or song?
723. What’s the best way to discover new music?
724. Where would you like to travel next?
725. What is the longest plane trip you have taken?
726. What’s the best way to travel? (Plane, car, train, etc.)
727. Where is the most relaxing place you have been?
728. Do You prefer traveling alone or with a group?
729. What do you think of tour group packages?
730. Do you prefer to go off the beaten path when you travel?
731. What was the most overhyped place you’ve traveled to?
732. Have you traveled to any different countries? Which ones?
733. Where is the most awe-inspiring place you have been?
734. What’s the best thing about traveling? How about the worst thing?
735. What is the worst hotel you have stayed at? How about the best hotel?
736. How do you think traveling to a lot of different countries changes a person?
737. Talk about some of the interesting people you have met while traveling.
738. Did your family take seasonal vacations?
739. What’s something that will always be in fashion, no matter how much time passes?
740. Where are some unusual places you’ve been?
741. If you were given a PhD degree, but had no more knowledge of the subject of the degree
besides what you have now, what degree would you want to be given to you?
742. If you were moving to another country, but could only pack one carry-on sized bag, what
would you pack?
743. If you could have an all-expenses paid trip to see any famous world monument, which
monument would you choose?
744. If you were given five million dollars to open a small museum, what kind of museum
would you create?
745. What’s the most historic thing that has happened in your lifetime?
746. What’s the most beautiful beach you’ve been to?
747. What questions would you like to ask a time traveler from 200 years in the future?
748. What do you think about when you hear the word classy?
749. What piece of art would you create if you had to pretend to be an artist and submit
something to a gallery?
750. What are some of the dumbest lyrics you’ve heard in a song?
751. Where is the last place you would ever go?
752. What world famous monument do you have no interest in visiting?
753. Where is the line between art and not art?
754. What song do you play most often?
755. If you dropped everything and went on a road trip, where would you go?
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If you were forced into a dance competition, what song would you choose to dance to?
Where are some places that you’ve been that you’ll never be able to go back to?
What is the saddest story you know from history?
What is the most useful language to know?
What do you think about English becoming the default language?
What do you think would be the hardest language to learn?
What musical instruments have you tried playing?

Blue- Hmm: Get Ready to Shmooze!
763. If you had to join the circus, what type of performer would you be?
764. If you could control your dreams, what would you dream about?
765. If hide and seek were a major sport in the Olympics, what would it be like?
766. If you had an endless supply of LEGOs but couldn't sell them, what would you build?
767. What musical instrument do you wish you could play?
768. What toy played the most significant part in your childhood?
769. If you could turn any activity into an Olympic sport, what would you have a good chance
at winning a medal for?
770. If you suddenly became a master at woodworking, what would you make?
771. What obstacles would be included in the World’s most amazing obstacle course?
772. What game have you spent the most hours playing?
773. What are some fun and interesting alternatives to war that countries could settle their
differences with?
Red- Philosophical: Deep Thinking
774. If you could live under any form of government, what type of government would you
choose?
775. What would you do if a teaspoon of your tears could be used to cure cancer in one
person?
776. If you found out you were going to die in a week, what would you do with your remaining
time?
777. If you could make a medicine that would cure one thing, and that thing could be
anything, what would your miracle medicine cure be?
778. What sound do you think you would miss most if you went deaf?
779. If you could know when and how someone would die just by shaking their hands but
couldn't change their fate, how would you use that power?
780. If you could go back and undo one thing you did, what would you undo?
781. Does anonymity encourage people to misbehave or does it reveal how people would
choose to act all the time if they could?
782. What is the most fertile soil for hatred? Fear, ignorance, jealousy, or something else

entirely? Is it possible that some people are genetically predisposed to hatred?
783. If doing something good for others makes us feel good, can there ever be such a thing
as pure altruism?
784. What causes the most harm in the world, but is completely avoidable?
785. Do you think there will ever be a global government? If a world government did come to
power, assuming it wasn’t particularly cruel or evil, would it be a good or bad thing?
786. Could societies exist without a way to transfer value (i.e. without money or a barter
system)?
787. What would happen if a maximum income was implemented?
788. What would happen to a society in which no one had to work, and everyone was
provided enough food/water/shelter/healthcare for free?
789. Is the cultural trend of individualism and the rejection of collectivism a beneficial or
detrimental trend?
790. If everyone said what they were actually thinking, what would happen to society?
791. Should tax payers have the option to explicitly say what they don’t want their tax dollars
spent on?
792. How much privacy are you willing to sacrifice for safety?
793. What scientific breakthrough would have the biggest effect on humanity?
794. Why did technology progress more slowly in the past than it does now?
795. Will we keep leaping to even greater technological and scientific breakthroughs that
radically change society, or will the rate of progress slow and humanity’s progress be limited
to incremental improvements?
796. If a robust and cheap genetic engineering industry existed, would you have your genes
edited? If so, what genetic changes would you choose to make? If not, why not?
797. What do you want out of life?
798. How often do you change your opinions or how you view the world?
799. What inscription do you want on your gravestone?
800. What is a cause that is worth dedicating your life to?
801. What is something that can’t be taught and can only be learned with age?
802. Do you think the convenience of technology is worth the loss of privacy that comes with
it?
803. If you could live your life again knowing what you do now, what would you change?
804. What question would you most like to know the answer to?
805. What makes a good life?
806. What are some of your personal rules that you never break?
807. What are the top three things you want to accomplish before you die? How close are you
to accomplishing them?
808. How should success be measured? And by that measurement, who is the most
successful person you know?
809. How do you plan to make the world a better place?

810. Is what we perceive reality or just a construct of our minds? Can our minds correctly
interpret reality or is reality subjective?
811. What does honor mean to you? How important is it to you? Does your culture value
honor? What exemplifies honor in your culture?
812. How important are morals in a healthy society? What are the most important morals for
citizens to have?
813. If you were given an envelope with the time and date of your death inside, would you
open it?
814. Do people have a right to be happy or should they have to earn it?
815. If you could know the absolute and total truth to one question, what question would you
ask?
816. Is free will real or just an illusion?
817. If a child somehow survived and grew up in the wilderness without any human contact,
how human would they be without the influence of society and culture?
818. Where does your self-worth come from?
819. Does hardship make a person stronger? If so, under what conditions and at what point is
it too much hardship? If not, what makes a person stronger?
820. Would things get better or worse if humans focused on what was going well rather than
what’s going wrong?
821. Does the study of philosophy ever lead to answers or simply more questions?
822. Is it better for a person to have a broad knowledge base or a deep knowledge base?
823. Which of your beliefs are justified and which ones aren’t?
824. Is it more important to help yourself, help your family, help your society, or help the
world?
825. What are you capable of achieving?
826. How replaceable are you?
827. Why do we judge ourselves by our intentions but judge others by their actions?
828. Does knowledge have intrinsic value or does it need to have a practical use to have
value?
829. Where do you think is the most worthwhile place to find meaning in life? Work, family,
hobby, religion, philosophy, helping others, all the small miracles, or something else
entirely?
830. Is a life that focuses on avoiding pain and seeking out pleasure a good and worthwhile
life? Why or why not?
831. Does jealousy have value in driving humans to improve themselves or is it a purely
negative emotion?
832. Know thyself is an ancient concept going back much further than Socrates and is at the
root of much of philosophy. With that in mind, what are the most important things to learn
about one’s self or is all self-knowledge equal?
833. Is happiness just chemicals flowing through your brain or something more?

834. How much does language affect our thinking?
835. Why do humans have such a strong urge to distract ourselves from the real world?
836. Why do we resist doing things that we know are good for our well-being while craving
things that are detrimental to our well-being?
837. What’s the difference between justice and revenge?
838. What is the biggest sign of weakness in a person?
839. What would your child have to do for you to disown them?
840. Is ignorance bliss?
841. What’s your idea of succeeding?
842. Do you think a lot of change is healthy or unhealthy for a person?
843. Is creativity something that can be learned?
844. What do you think leads to long term happiness?
845. Can a person learn to be happier?
846. What do you do that makes you happy in the short term but makes you unhappy in the
long term?
847. Do you think people are happier on average now than they were in the past?

Gray- Personality: Who are You?
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What kind of peasant do you think you'd be if you were born in medieval times?
If you had a symbol or crest that represented you, what would it look like?
Would you choose to know your future if it meant forgetting your past?
What makes you dislike a person?
Do you think you are a confident person? Why or why not?
What about yourself are you most proud of?
What would the best version of you be like?
When are you the most "you"?
Are you happy with the people you surround yourself with? Why or why not?
What's your favorite thing in your house?
What is the nicest compliment you've received?
What petty thing that people do really gets on your nerves?
What memory of yours feels real but is most likely false?
What's your most embarrassing story about being sick?
How well do you know yourself?
What is your best (not worst) flaw?
How forgiving are you?
Do you prefer living in the countryside, in a town, or in a big city? Why?
What job do you think you were born to do?
What do you most like to do when you have alone time?
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906.
907.

What do you think your best and worst personality traits are?
What three words best describe you?
How well do you function under a lot of pressure?
What is your weakness?
What habits do you still have from childhood?
What makes you say, “What was I thinking?” when you look back on your life?
What hobby would you get into if time and money weren’t an issue?
What job would you be terrible at?
Are you usually early or late?
What are you interested in that most people haven’t heard of?
What could you give a 40-minute presentation on with absolutely no preparation?
What’s something you’ve been meaning to try but just haven’t gotten around to it?
Why did you decide to do the work you are doing now?
What quirks do you have?
What amazing thing did you do that no one was around to see?
What are you most likely to become famous for?
What did you think you would grow out of but haven’t?
What are some of the events in your life that made you who you are?
What would be some of the most annoying things about having yourself as a roommate?
What’s something you are self-conscious about?
What gets you fired up?
What chapters would you separate your autobiography into?
What do people think is weird about you?
In your group of friends, what role do you play?
If your life was a book, what would its title be?
If you had a personal flag, what would be on it?
How do you hope you’ll change as a person in the future?
What’s the most surprising self-realization you’ve had?
What are you most insecure about?
If you had intro music, what song would it be? Why?
What were you really into when you were a kid?
Are you a very organized person?
What benefit do you bring to the group when you hang out with friends?
What do you do to improve your mood when you are in a bad mood?
What makes you nervous?
If you didn’t care at all what people thought of you, what clothes would you wear?
What’s the most embarrassing story from your childhood?
How ambitious are you?
What’s the most useless talent you have?
What would be on the gag reel of your life?

908. If you had to change your name, what would your new name be, and why would you
choose that name?
909. What do you wish people would stop asking you?
910. What is your very first memory?
911. What childish thing do you still enjoy?
912. What is something that most people get wrong about you?
913. What stories from your life will you tell your children about?
914. What was the weirdest habit you had as a child?
915. What do you think your future self will remember about you now?
916. What do most people overestimate or underestimate about you?
917. What makes you different from most people?
918. When are you the most yourself?
919. What are you a snob about?
920. What did you do in the past that people keep bringing up over and over and over again?
921. What subjects were hardest for you in school?
922. What’s your secret talent?
Dark Green- This or That: Pick One!
923. Would you rather see what was behind every closed door or be able to guess the
combination of every safe on the first try?
924. Would you rather live without hot water for showers/baths or live without a washing
machine?
925. Would you rather live on the beach or in a cabin in the woods?
926. Would you rather move to a new city or town every week or never be able to leave the
city or town you were born in?
927. Would you rather be so afraid of heights that you can’t go to the second floor of a
building or be so afraid of the sun that you can only leave the house on rainy days?
928. Would you rather go back to age 5 with everything you know now or know now
everything your future self will learn?
929. Would you rather go to jail for 4 years for something you didn’t do or get away with
something horrible you did but always live in fear of being caught?
930. Would you rather super sensitive taste or super sensitive hearing?
931. Would you rather have everyone laugh at your jokes but not find anyone else’s jokes
funny or have no one laugh at your jokes but you still find other people’s jokes funny?
932. Would you rather travel the world for a year, all expenses paid or have $50,000 to spend
on whatever you want?
933. Would you rather live in a utopia as a normal person or in a dystopia but you are the
supreme ruler?
934. Would you rather always be able to see 5 minutes into the future or always be able to
see 100 years into the future?

935. Would you rather travel the world for a year on a shoestring budget or stay in only one
country for a year but live in luxury?
936. Would you rather earbuds and headphones never sit right on / in your ears or have all
music either slightly too quiet or slightly too loud?
937. Would you rather inherit 20 million dollars when you turn 18 or spend the time earning 50
million dollars through your hard work?
938. Would you rather eat a spoonful of wasabi or a spoonful of extremely spicy hot sauce?
939. Would you rather have all traffic lights you approach be green or never have to stand in
line again?
940. Would you rather never have to clean a bathroom again or never have to do dishes
again?
941. Would you rather your only mode of transportation be a donkey or a giraffe?
942. Would you rather be the first person to explore a planet or be the inventor of a drug that
cures a deadly disease?
943. Would you rather be a practicing doctor or a medical researcher?
944. Would you rather spend the rest of your life with a sailboat as your home or an RV as
your home?
945. Would you rather only wear one color each day or have to wear seven colors each day?
946. Would you rather have an easy job working for someone else or work for yourself but
work incredibly hard?
947. Would you rather be held in high regard by your parents or your friends?
948. Would you rather be the best in the world at climbing trees or the best in the world at
jumping rope?
949. Would you rather wake up every morning with a new hundred-dollar bill in your pocket
but not know where it came from or wake up every morning with a new fifty-dollar bill in your
pocket and know where it comes from?
950. Would you rather take amazing selfies but all of your other pictures are horrible or take
breathtaking photographs of anything but yourself?
951. Would you rather be alone for the rest of your life or always be surrounded by annoying
people?
952. Would you rather never be able to leave your own country or never be able to fly in an
airplane?
953. Would you rather be transported permanently 500 years into the future or 500 years into
the past?
954. Would you rather have an unlimited international first class ticket or never have to pay for
food at restaurants?
955. Would you rather fight for a cause you believe in, but doubt will succeed or fight for a
cause that you only partially believe in but have a high chance of your cause succeeding?
956. Would you rather be in debt for $100,000 or never be able to make more than $3,500 a
month?

957. Would you rather give up all drinks except for water or give up eating anything that was
cooked in an oven?
958. Would you rather know the history of every object you touched or be able to talk to
animals?
959. Would you rather be fantastic at riding horses or amazing at driving dirt bikes?
960. Would you rather get one free round trip international plane ticket every year or be able
to fly domestic anytime for free?
961. Would you rather it be impossible for you to be woken up for 11 straight hours every day
but you wake up feeling amazing, or you can be woken up normally but never feel totally
rested?
962. Would you rather be fluent in all languages and never be able to travel or be able to
travel anywhere for a year but never be able to learn a word of a different language?
963. Would you rather always be 10 minutes late or always be 20 minutes early?
964. Would you rather be constantly tired no matter how much you sleep or constantly hungry
no matter what you eat? Assuming that there are no health problems besides the feeling of
hunger and sleepiness.
965. This or that: Hammock, bean bag chair, or regular chair?
966. Cardio or Weights?
967. Ice Cream Cone or Snow Cone?
968. Big Party or Small Gathering?
969. Work Hard or Play Hard?
970. Glasses or Contacts?
971. Online Shopping or Shopping in a Story?
972. Receive: Email or Letter?
973. Passenger or Driver?
974. Amusement Park or Day at the Beach?
975. Pen or Pencil?
976. Coke or Pepsi?
977. Iced Coffee or Hot Coffee?
978. Meat or Dairy?
979. Save or Spend?
980. Coffee or Tea?
981. Card Game or Board Game?
982. Beer or Wine?
983. Working Alone or Working in a Team?
984. Dine In or Delivery?
985. When sleeping: Fan or No Fan?
Information sourced from https://conversationstartersworld.com/

